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Welcome to the seventh newsletter from Descent and Wild Places Publishing which has reached 
your mailbox because you subscribed through your online account (if you really wish to see no 
more, the link to remove your address is at the end of this mailing).
 Even though the pandemic and associated lockdowns have severely curtailed caving, readers 
(who are also our writers) continue to entertain us with tales of exploration, news updates and some 
very fine photography. You will have seen as much in the current issue (you haven’t seen it? It had 
one of our less common wrap-round covers) and the coming edition for April will be no different. 
Indeed, we are in the closing days of sending this to print, so if your subscription is in a lapsed 
state, this is your reminder to take out a new one.

         If you are going to subscribe in the end, it really does help us if you do so early 
so that we can adjust our print numbers and avoid having to send out issues by hand. Just like the 
‘unsubscribe’, you will find links for renewals at the end (as well as how to obtain the current issue, 
if you haven’t seen it).
 This month we have two items of news to add. The first is that if you are thinking of 
organising an expedition this year, in the light of uncertainty about travel planning, the Ghar Parau 
Foundation has extended the deadline for applying for grants until the end of this month.
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 Best wishes from Descent magazine

The second piece of news is that Dave Gill has 
continued writing since releasing his incredibly 
well-accepted authobiography, Journeys Beneath 
the Earth. Logically enough, his second volume is 
titled More Journeys Beneath the Earth and this, 
just like his first book, is being stocked by Wild 
Places. If you are looking for a great read or a 
present for a friend, follow the link; the price is 
£25 inc. p&p in the UK. The first stock to reach us 
is imminent and we are taking orders for the first 
batch to supply in the sequence they reach us in.
 In the meantime, it won’t be long until the 
April edition of Descent reaches you ... as long as 
you have subscribed!

Best wishes from
Chris & Judith


